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The  Regional  Research  Program  has potential  for  (1)  The  individual  member  of the  technical  re- being  the  elite  among  research  programs  and  to  be  search  committee  is a representative  from an institu- a  high  status  symbol  for  those  associated  with  it.  tion  where  he  works  within  a context  of academic That  it  is  not  so  means  that  it  is not  achieving  its  freedom,  and, thus,  cannot  easily  and quickly be  or- potential and that it is falling short of the original ob-  ganized  into a cooperative  team approach to research. jectives.  Since its inception, the regional research pro-
gram has been praised and condemned.  There appears  (2)  There  is  need  for considerable  lead  time  for to be more  dissatisfaction than satisfaction with both  planning and developing a regional project  proposal so the administrative  procedures  and the subject  matter  that all of the representatives  who wish to  participate content  of the program.  Control of the program, the  can  come  to agreement  and understanding of the pro- administrative  structure  and  its  effectiveness  have  blem proposed  for  research  and  have  time  to partici- been  the  subject  of  much  discussion  and  debate.  pate  in  the  development  of  concepts  and  research Some  say  the  program  has  yielded  little,  and  some  methodology.
of those  who defend  it  do  so on  the basis  that it has
enabled  researchers  to  meet  and  discuss  their  work,  (3)  The  system of funding the  regional  research which in itself  is worthwhile.  program  should give  it  a distinct  entity so that it can
be  recognized  as  separate  from  the  general  research
Many  minor  modifications  have  been  made in  the  program  and  be  a  differentiated  product  and  have administration  of  the  program  but  it  appears  that  its  own  unique  features.  Use  of these funds for well these  have  been  rather  superficial  and  barely related  structured  planning  seminars  would  be  a  logical  ex- to the basic key elements  in the organizational  struc-  penditure  for  program  development  preceeding  the ture of the  land-grant universities.  The changes made  preparation  of  a  specific  project  outline.
from time to  time  seem to  be rather unrelated  to the
basic  elements  in the organizational  structure within  ACADEMIC  FREEDOM  OF  THE
which  the  program  is expected  to operate.  Some  of  COMMITTEE  MEMBERS
the  modifications  have  merely  resulted  in  additional
layers in the administrative  structure without affecting  My  central  hypothesis  is  that  neither  the  station the  operating  efficiency  nor the  research  content  of  directors  nor administrators  of the Cooperative  State the program.  Research  Service  fully  recognize  the  extent  of aca-
demic  freedom  prevailing  in  the  regional  technical
I shall  make  an attempt  to  state  what  I believe to  committee  structure.  Each  member  largely  deter-
be the keyor crucial factors which must be recognized  mines  what  his  own research  program  is  to be.  The
and  dealt  with  in order  to raise the quality and effec-  es and  procedures  for regional research are written
tiveness  of the  research  content  and  cooperative  as-  as though there is central administration and direction, tiveness  of the  research  content  and  cooperative  as-
pects  of the regional  effort.  but this is far from reality.
Since each member of a regional technical  commit- There  are  three  basic  facts  which  need to  be  rec-  tee  has freedom back home on his own campus to de- ognized  and  taken account  of in the development  of  velop  his  own  program,  it  is not  likely that  he  will procedures  and  administrative  structure within which  quickly agree  to devote  much of his effort to playing the program is to be operated.  a secondary role  for  committee  objectives.  If a com-
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17mittee member or officer attempted to be too author-  largely a collection of independent State projects.
itative, it  would not  be  long before  the group would
lose  membership.  The administrative  advisor  cannot  The North Central Region has a system of commit-
give  strong leadership since often he is not well versed  tees which theoretically  sets the stage for real research
in  the  subject  matter;  in  fact,  he  does  not want  to  program development.  It has provided for three types
dominate the committee.  His responsibilities  are more  of committees.  One,  which  is designated  NCA,  is a
an  administrative  one  to  facilitate  communication  general  planning  and  advisory  committee,  usually
with the other  directors,  to help  with financing,  and  made  up of department  heads.  Its function  is to dis-
to keep  all operations legal  and within administrative  cuss general  administrative  problems, set research  pri-
rules.  The  CSRS  representative  is  a  subject-matter  orities,  advise  the directors and recommend  research
speicalist,  but  he  has  only  little  administrative  au-  areas  for  regional  projects.  The  second type  is des-
thority and does not participate in the actual research.  ignated  NCR and referred to as a research committee.
Thus,  he  is  looked  to  for  consultation  rather  than  It  discusses research problems,  research methodology.
direct  leadership.  and  on-going  research  in the States falling  within the
area  of  each  member's  interest  and  responsibility.
The  central problem then becomes one  of develop-  These  research  committees  are not  expected  to carry
ing ways by which a committee of independent  work-  out actual cooperative  research but when  a topic ap-
ers  may  be  woven  into  an  effective  organization  for  pears to warrant  such special effort, it makes a recom-
cooperative  effort.  How  do we  get such  a  group to  mendation to the NCA committee and to the directors
put forth collective  or coordinated  research effort,  all  that  a regional  technical  committee  be organized  for
bearing  on  a  common  problem?  The  main  fact  to  the  development  of a  regional  project  to be funded
remember  is that  no member  of the committee  is ad-  with regional  money.  At  this point the third type of
ministratively  responsible  to  the  committee  as  a  committee  comes  into being - a  technical regional  re-
whole,  nor  to  any  of its  officers.  Each  is admin-  search  committee.  This  committee  is tormed  by an
istratively  responsible  to  authorities  on  his  home  administrative  advisor asking  each station  director  to
campus,  and  it is  there  that he must perform to be in  appoint  a  representative  to come  to  the organization
line  for  pay  raises  and  other  favors.  Even  there  he  and planning meeting.
has  academic  freedom  to  develop  his  own  program,
but  there  he  does  have  responsibility  for  perform-  It  appears  that  the  above  system  of committees
ance.  I  am not arguing for a change  in this structure,  should result in a strong research program dealing with
but that its importance be recognized.  problems  of high  priority.  The reason  that it has not
reached  its high  potentials is that  the various  commit-
INTEGRATING  THE  COMMITTEE  STRUCTURE  tees are not linked  closely enough and communication
WITH  PLANNING  NEEDS  is  not adequate  to provide  the needed sequential rela-
tionships,  and  there  is  inadequate  discipline  in  the
Much  thought  and  communication  are  needed  to  technical  regional  research  committee  to  enable  it  to
develop  regional  research projects.  This could be pro-  put  forth  real  cooperative  effort  to  concentrate  on
vided  with well-structured  seminars  and planning  ses-  the  specific  problems  given  to  it  for  solution.  Too
sions.  Through well-structured  seminars and planning  often  this third type  of committee designates its own
sessions,  the  committee  would be expected  to reach  research  problem  as well  as working out research ob-
agreement  as  to the nature  of the problem, the mem-  jectives  and  procedures.  The  effort  then  often  be-
bers would  discuss data  needs and  research  method-  comes  rather  academic  and  more related  to personal
olody,  and  those  interested  in  going  ahead  would  interests  than  to  problem  solving.
make  commitments  as  to  personnel  and  other  re-
sources  available.  Each  member  would  be  expected  The  North  Central  Region  system  could  be  im-
to  adjust  his  total  program  so  that  he  could  make  proved in  effectiveness if the advisory  committees and
definite  commitments  of  his  own  time  and  interest  research  committees  made  a  greater  effort  to  plan
to  the new venture.  He would clear the deck of some  and  set  up  priorities  for  the  entire  range  of a  disci-
of  his  other  responsibilities  and  would  get  commit-  pline  and  made  greater  effortto  articulate  the  ideas
ments from  his department  head and station director  and to carry on dialogue before  asking that a technical
for the  funds necessary  to  do the research.  It is only  regional  research  committee  be  established.  If this
after  much  discussion  and  planning  that  a  group of  was  done,  the  job  of problem  definition  would  be
experiment  station  workers  from  various  States  can  fairly  well  outlined  for  the  technical  research  com-
come  up with  a  closely-knit  plan  of work.  When  a  mittee.  Even if this was done,  greater  effort needs to
group  attempts  to develop  a  project  outline  in  one  be  made  to  provide  the  technical  committee  suf-
meeting,  the  document  usually  becomes  so  broad  ficient direction and time for seminaring and planning
and  indefinite  that  any  research  in  the  general  area  so  as  to  enable  it  to  develop  meaningful  cooperative
could  be  included.  This may  be  the primary  reason  arrangements.  At  this point it should be the responsi-
why  so  many  of  the  regional  projects  seem  to  be  bility of the administrative  advisor  and the CSRS  re-
18presentative  to determine if satisfactory arrangements  Some  of the problems to be studied possibly could have  been  made  for cooperative  action. The planning  better  be  done  with  a  temporary  commission-type
period for the development of a regional research pro-  committee  financed  with  regional funds.  An  advan- ject could well include  some explanatory action in one  tage of the  commission  form would  be  that  the re- or  more  States  as well as two or more seminars if this  searchers  would take  leave  from the regular university is necessary for zeroing in on the problem.  job and work full time on the regional assignment  until
completed.  There could be more  centralized direction, Occasionally  a  general  problem  area  has  been  also,  than  is  possible  in  the  usual  technical  research seminared  by interested  or invited individuals hut not  committees.  Interdisciplinary  cooperation  would  be necessarily  with the  intention  of  suggesting  specific  easier  with the  commission  group  since persons from research.  At  a  general  educational  seminar  of this  whatever  discipline  needed  would  be  employed  to type  the interest  is academic  and  generally  it  is only  complete  specific  assignments.  Another advantage of the speakers  who  have  devoted  effort  to the subject.  such  a  group  is  that  it would automatically  disband Furthermore,  the  attendants  may  not  include  those  when the  assignment  is completed.
who are later appointed to the technical  research com-
mittee.  Seminaring  and  planning  for an  operational
research  project  must  be  much  more  penetrating and  USE  OF  REGIONAL  FUNDS
must  get  more  involvement  of all likely  participants
in the proposed  research.  It is through such a process  Correlative  to  need  for changes  in the committee that  a  common  understanding  is  arrived  at  and  the  structure  and  operations  is  the  need  for  (1)  greater withdrawal  of  those who  do  not want  to  participate  flexibility  in the  use  of regional  funds  to permit  fi- in what  the concensus  appears to  be.  When this pro-  nancing  committee  activity  prior  to  initiation  of a cess does  not take place  among the  newly appointed  formal  research  project,  and (2) less permissiveness in members  to  a  technical  research  committee,  there is  the  pooling  of various  funds  for  financing  specific little  effort  to  make  commitments  and  the  general  research.
interest  is  primarily  to make  certain  that  the overall
objectives of the proposal  are broad  enough to cover  Many  directors  find  it  difficult  to  use  other  than a wide choice of projects  that might be conceived  at a  Regional  Funds  for financing  more  than one meeting later date.  to plan regional research.  Thus,  there  are many  pres-
sures  tor  getting a  regional  project  outline developed It is likely that a region  could function satisfactori-  quickly  to  meet  minimum requirements  in the hope ly by having only the one type of research committee  that  shaping  up of the research  plans  will take  place -the  regional  technical  research  committee.  This  later when regional funds can be assigned to  a specific group  organized  after  the  directors  have  approved  a  research  document.  This  seems  to  take  everyone problem area for planning could take the subject from  "off-the-hook"  but  it  is  an  obstacle  to  the develop- inception  to  final  project  development.  The  impor-  ment  of sound  cooperative  research.  Directors  could tant  consideration  would  be to give such a group ade-  well  use  regional  funds  in  the  "RRF  Administrative quate  time  to  appraise  the  need  for research  on the  Project"  for  planning  of proposed  regional  research. problem  and to seminar  the topic until agreement  has  So  far,  funds  from  this project  have  been  used  pri- been reached  on problem  concepts, research  method-  marily  for  travel  in  connection  with  approved  re- ology,  and  cooperative  arrangements.  gional  projects.
A heirachy of committees such as that  in the North  An  important  principal  in advertising and market- Central  Region  gets  somewhat  cumbersome  and  ex-  ing  is the  need to differentiate  the product.  By doing pensive  for  effective  operations.  With  academic free-  tfis  it  is  possible  to  state  what  the  characteristics  of dom and  individual  responsibility  for one's own  pro-  the  product  are and in what  way it differs from close- gram, it is obvious that communication  between com-  ly related  products.  There  is need  for this  in the  re- mittees  will  not  be  the  best.  It  might be  better  for  gional  research  programl.  This would  provide  an  in- the  directors  to appoint  ad hoc committees as needed  centive  to  the researchers  and  a recognition  on their to make  general appraisal of research needs and prior-  part  that  the  research  being  proposed  required  co- ities  in  general  problem  areas or  disciplines  and  to  operative  action.  It  would  provide  more  leverage  to rely  primarily  upon  the  technical  regional  research  prevent  the  tossing in  of on-going  State research that committee  to  do  the  hard  core planning and  research  is merely related to the problem area under considera- program development.  tion.
1  A  tabulation  of expenditures  for  fiscal  year  1966  shows  that  $25,118,908  was expended  on the regional re- search  program.  Of  this total,  $10,144,688  was regional  funds,  $5.667,932  was  Hatch  and  other  Federal-grant
funds,  and  $9,306,286  was  non-Federal  funds.  (See  Table  1. CSRS-OD-1195,  March  15,  1967).
19A concurrent  action would be to designate the pro-  operating  to  solve  problems  that  concern  the  agri-
blem areas that are to be financed  with regional funds.  culture of more than  one State."  It appears that the
There  are  a  number  of areas  in  each  discipline  that  idea of cooperation has been deemphasized and the geo-
could  be designated  as requiring  cooperative  research  graphic  term  "regional"  has been substituted  to rep-
effort.  As an example,  in agricultural economics  some  resent the  program.  Region and cooperation  are dif-
areas  that  would  qualify  are  (1)  public  policy and  ferent  concepts,  and  when  emphasized  separately  re-
Government  programs;  (2)  functional studies of farm  suit  in entirely different philosophies  for research ad-
product  marketing  dealing with structure,  concentra-  ministration.  With "region"  as a test of the quality or
tion  of economic  power,  development  of grades and  adequacy  of the  program, one might  ask:  Is the  re-
standards  and studies of consumer demands; (3) inter-  search  applicable  to  the region?  A  positive  answer
regional competition or comparative  advantage in pro-  would  indicate that  it qualifies.  However,  this is such
duction  of  major  commodities;  and (4)  land  value;  a broad test that it enables nearly  any project to quali-
farm  credit  and  land  tenure.  Research  on problems  fy  since research results always have wide application.
which  are  dependent  primarily  upon  State laws  and  This  permits  a  group  to justify  nearly  any  research
local  action  for  solutions  would  not  be acceptable  project as acceptable  for regional funds. When empha-
for  use  of regional  funds  unless a  major effort were  sis  is  placed on  cooperation  and the question  asked:
to  be  made  to  develop  State  comparisons  for  the  Is cooperative  effort required to get workable answers
purpose  of showing what  State  and  local actions  are  or to carry out the research  to its logical conclusion?-
acceptable,  or  what  are  alternative  solutions.  There  the  concept  becomes  more  restricted  and fewer  pro-
would  need  to  be  evidence  that  there  would be  co-  jects would meet  the test.  It  is likely that this second
operative  effort.  Justification  that  the  findings  will  test would  sift out a group of projects more  in accord
have  regional  significance  is  insufficient  since  all in-  with the general  intent of the legislation.  The second
formation  has  regional  siginficance  to  some  extent.  test  is more  tangible  and restrictive and would not be
subject to as wide a rationalization as the former.
Designating the  areas that  are to be acceptable  for
the  use  of regional  funds  for research  in advance  of  IN SUMMARY
planning  specific  proposals  would relieve the research
workers of having to make this decision.  The burden  Overcoming  the  obstacles  and  initiation  of  the
on  the technical committee would then be to develop  changes  suggested  here  would require  three  basic ac-
an acceptable project  proposal and to give  evidence  as  tions-first,  a  recognition  and  provision  for  an  ade-
to  the  nature  of the  cooperative  effort.  quate  period  of time to seminar and plan for the pro-
posed project; second, modification of the procedures
The  legislation  providing for regional  research  has  so as to  permit use of regional funds for project plan-
the  language  ".  . . cooperative research  in which  two  ning; and  third, use of only regional funds  for financ-
or more  State agricultural  experiment stations are co-  ing regional research.
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